This Fourier transform is given in tables [1, 2] only in the case when k = 1 and c = 2 cos 0 with -Jt < 6 < \-r. The need for it in other cases has arisen in recent work concerned with the study of a random signal obtained by applying a white noise to the input of a band pass filter.
This Fourier transform is given in tables [1, 2] only in the case when k = 1 and c = 2 cos 0 with -Jt < 6 < \-r. The need for it in other cases has arisen in recent work concerned with the study of a random signal obtained by applying a white noise to the input of a band pass filter.
The power transfer function of the filter, and thus the power spectrum of the signal at the filter output, is considered to be of the form ( 1 ) T(f) = <?/[<? + (f/fo -fo/f)2k\. It should be noted that T(0) = T(<*>) =0, T(f/fo) = T(f0/f) and T(f0) = 1.
The band-width to the half-power points is obtained by setting f/fo -fo/f -±c and solving for the lower and upper cut-off frequencies fx and f2, obtaining 
k
This is applicable in all cases except when c = 2 and k is odd. In this exceptional case the value of M corresponding towt = §(fc + 1) must be replaced by 2(1 -y) exp (-y).
In the case when k = 1 the result is This result (6), with different notation, agrees with formula 21, §1.2 (p. 9), Vol. 1 of the Bateman Project Tables [1] in so far as that formula is applicable; but it includes also the case (when c > 2) not covered by that formula.
For fc = 2 the result is (<b, a, k) -aa(<b, a2, k) where a, ä and a2, a are complex conjugates and the modulus fc is real such that 0 < A: < 1.0. It is usually desirable to rewrite these integrals using only real coefficients and parameters. This paper gives an elementary procedure for the evaluation of these expressions, together with the correction of some existing formulas.
2. Modified Development. We follow the development suggested by Hoiiel [1], but use the notation of Byrd and Friedman [2] wherever applicable. Since the modulus fc is the same in all of the elliptic integrals considered here, it will be omitted throughout.
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